
DZ Sport

The Best in the Field

Unrivalled capacity and precision
Providing the perfect grass yield in a short amount of time, 
that’s what matters in the overseeding of sport fields and 
fairways. A strong and green turf is the pursuit of each golf 
and soccer club for both the amateur and the professionals. 
This hectare hog, with a working width of 2.2 meters, a row 
distance of 3.5 cm and a working speed of approximately  
16 km/h, quickly provides a the field with new grass seed. 
The simple handling and maneuverability make sure the seed 
gets applied at the most important places for a strong turf. 
The Vredo Sport saves and enriches the old turf with new 
seed. This gets sown at the correct depth and in the correct 
amount using, the depth control, which can be adjusted 
from 0 to 20 mm.

Fitting in every situation
Because of its compact build, it is easy to transport the 
machine on a trailer and it fits perfectly through the gates 
of sport fields and golf courses. 
The Vredo Sport is available in two versions: as a towed 
model as well as a three point model. The towed version has 
a very low ground pressure because of the wide tires, and 
can be operated with a relatively light tractor. The wheel kit 
has an unique hydraulic system which follows the ground 

Vredo Overseeders

perfectly, even on sharp imperfections. The wheel kit has 
brakes for safe road transport. The three point mounted 
model is short built and therefore very maneuverable and 
perfect for sowing in corners and other tight area.    

Unique features
The seed dosage of the Vredo Sport is adjustable, so there is 
never too much or too little little seed being dispersed. You 
determine the amount of seed, with the help of the practical 
designed spindle and seed chart, which is equipped with the 
most common types of grass and mixtures. 
The seed gets regulated precisely, through the cam wheel 
and the bottom flap, from the beginning until the end in all 
its movements.
Since all the soil conditions and environmental factors like 
wind and sun are unique, every turf requires its own specific 
adjustment. With the Vredo Sport this is child’s play. With 
the use of the calibration tray and the extensive seed chart 
the dosing is exact and very easily adjustable. This robust 
machine has been built using high quality materials, which 
makes it an investment for life .

Vredo Sport; ‘’ A world class player”
Every season proven on fields worldwide.

VREDO double disc principal
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Options

Standard new features

1
DDS
Dual Depth/Dosage System (DDS), to sow two kinds of seed, 
in two different dosages at two different depths, in one pass.

4
Tow bar with electric light connection (towed option)
To hook up extra trailers with material or grass seed. Effici-
ency in logistics!

A
Spindle
To adjust the quantity of seed released by the machine. With 
use of the seed chart at the inner side of the lid, this is an 
easy job.

B
Gas cylinder
To open and close the lid smoothly after filling the seed tank.

C
LED lights

Bright light with clear signs of direction and brakes for trans-
port on the road.

5
Second hectare counter
Ideal for machines that will be rented out. 
Registers the number of hectares precisely, without the 
user being able to influence it..
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Specifications Vredo DZ Sport
Seed distribution  Disc diameter Element Turf guard Compaction roller Size tires Calibrate

Variable 3 till 
390 kg/a Ø 406 mm

Progressive 
suspension 

0-20mm sow-
ing depth

Adjustable Refillable, height 
adjustable 220 liter

500/50 R17 
lawn profile

Calibrate chart, 
Calibrating trays

6
Ball coupling
For safe shockproof road transport with maximum movability 
between the machine and tractor.  
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Model Working 
width

Row 
distance

Contents 
seed hopper

Compaction 
roller

Dimensions Weight 
ex.

Total weight incl. 
frame/carrier 

Required 
Tractor Power

Depth 
adjustment 

DZ222.035              2,17 m. 3.5 cm 440 l. 220 l. 1,90x2,38x1,23 m. 2000 kg. 2500 kg 100 hp Top link/roller
DZ222.035T                   2,17 m. 3.5 cm 440 l. 220 l. 4,08x2,38x1,23 m. 2500 kg. 3000 kg 90 hp Hydraulic

2
Platform
Stable metal standing platform for easy and safe filling of 
the machine. 

3
Mudguard (towed option)
Robust set of mudguards with the Vredo logo, to keep the 
machine clean of splashing water and dirt during working 
activities and road transport. This saves cleaning time.


